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 ESS MEBT: Designed, built and delivered!



ESS-Bilbao

 ESS-Bilbao in-house projects:

 Injector (Ion source+LEBT+RFQ)

 RF Test Stand



Experience in PMQ

 Mainly comes from DTL PMQs.

 ESS-Bilbao DTL (past and forseen designs) is a clone of CERN-Linac4 DTL



Experience in PMQ

 We made our design for PMQs, as they had different gradients.

 Standard Halbach arrays approach



Experience in PMQ

 Prototype fabricated for testing and irradiation experiments (in a project driven 

by UPV/EHU.

 Testing unfinished due to early project 

ending.



Activities for ILC - BD

 Magnetic calculations with QD0 magnet, as described in TDR



Activities for ILC - BD

 Magnetic calculations with QD0 magnet, as described in TDR, to grasp an idea 

of how it operates

 Simulations scripted for 

parametric optimization and 

beam dynamics



ESS-Bilbao capabilities 

 ESS-Bilbao capabilities related to these activities:

 Simulation and design of accelerator cavities and magnets

 Main tool: COMSOL Multiphysics (for electrostatics, RF, magnetic devices, thermo-mechanical, CFD) + MATLAB scripting.

 ELCANO home code for cluster calculations

 Additional tools: Ansys mechanical; home made codes for specfic problems: CAD production and meshing, simulation (FeniCS)

 Beam dynamics: GPT, Toutatis, Tracewin… 

 Local workstations + access to university/research centers HPC clusters

 Experience in design and coordination of fabrication and measurement of magnets
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 ESS-Bilbao contacts:

 Juan Luis Muñoz (jlmunoz@essbilbao.org)

 Accelerator Physics and Technology senior researcher, electromagnetic+... 

design and simulation

 Ibon Bustinduy (ibustinduy@essbilbao.org)

 Accelerator Division Head, acc. Physics 

 Estefanía Abab (eabad@essbilbao.org)

 Collaborations and projects

 Fiamma G. Toriello (fgtoriello@essbilbao.org)

 Management office
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